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can i manually focus the camera on my android phone - google added these features like iso manual focus and etc in
android lollipop i personally think to use this new api the camera hardware must support this features however i didn t find
any reference to claim this but it makes sense to me that a hardware must be able to do such stuff you can use this app to
check manual camera compatibility, camera manual focus in camera2 android stack overflow - what about manual
focus for a single area how can i do that user0770 mar 4 16 at 12 44 yydcdut unfortunately this solution does not work on
the samsung galaxy s7, android setting manual focus by touching stack overflow - i am going to set the my android
app by opening the camera and enable manual focus by touching the point in to camera the camera can refocus to the point
where i have pointed on to the screen wou, best manual focus apps for android top 100 appcrawlr - discover the top
100 best manual focus apps for android free and paid top android apps for manual focus in appcrawlr, full manual focus
on android mobile photography talk - full manual focus on android sep 7 2014 hi there it s still me last night i was playing
with my lumia 625 camera and i found out that thru the manual focus function i could get a pleasant bokeh effect, 4 camera
apps that enable manual controls on android lollipop - camera fv 5 is another application that offers support for raw dng
photography in addition to plenty of manual settings iso focus exposure shutter speed and so on camera fv 5 also features a
dslr like viewfinder display that enables you to see stuff like exposure time and aperture in real time while camera fv 5 is a
paid app you can try its lite version for free this however limits photo resolution and doesn t provide raw support, 15 best
camera apps for android android authority - camera fv 5 is one of many camera apps for manual camera fans it
emulates various dslr features that includes manual shutter speed iso light metering focus white balance and more, camera
fv 5 lite apps on google play - camera fv 5 is a professional camera application for mobile devices that puts dslr like
manual controls in your fingertips tailored to enthusiast and professional photographers with this camera application you can
capture the best raw photographs so that you can post process them later and get stunning results, best android camera
apps 2018 take better pictures on - footej camera is a feature packed android camera that offers a variety of shot modes
and settings on the free tier a premium version unlocks even more capabilities for pros and photography enthusiasts the app
takes advantage of the camera 2 api and newer hardware to provide manual iso control focus settings shutter speed
controls and the
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